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Illustration by Elizabeth Brockway/The Daily BeastIn some pockets of the United States, if you squint hard enough, the coronavirus pandemic might feel like it’s almost over. Larry Brilliant would beg ...
A Doc Who Helped End Smallpox Says COVID’s Here to Stay
The journalistic reconsideration of the lab story has been told not just in probing new stories — The Washington Post has published five stories about it on its front page in th ...
The media called the ‘lab leak’ story a ‘conspiracy theory.’ Now it’s prompted corrections — and serious new reporting.
CoV-2, the virus that causes Covid-19 and launched a global pandemic in March 2020, has become one of the most burning questions ...
Uncovering the origins of the virus that sparked a pandemic
Once dismissed by most public health experts and government officials, the hypothesis that COVID-19 leaked from a Chinese lab is now receiving scrutiny under a new U.S. investigation.
EXPLAINER: The US investigation into COVID-19 origins
This Tweet was posted by [Jo Pitesky], a Science Systems Engineer at the Jet Propulsion Lab in Pasadena ... As with many things in life, the answer to that question is, “It depends.” ...
What’s The Deal With Transparent Aluminum?
The fact sheet, short though it is, stands as the most comprehensive public document to date on what the U.S. government knows about a possible lab leak ... to a definitive answer sounds good ...
Covid 'lab leak' theory goes from mocked to maybe
FORD JR.: Greg, let's assume that the Chinese were -- that this lab where the leak came from and the press was snookered and was intentional. What do we do going from here? What's the answer to ...
'The Five' on Americans starting to get back to normalcy
It was the first time that the president had given credence to the possibility that the virus had leaked from a lab ... January 6 and the inauguration. “We assumed the fact sheet wasn ...
How Biden came round to the Wuhan lab-leak theory
He's going to respond to the revelations that Fauci and his forces inside the State Department quashed a lab leak investigation ... Anthony Fauci wasn't demanding answers from the CCP either ...
'The Ingraham Angle' on Fauci's emails, COVID narrative
from the start pointed to the lab’s location in Wuhan, pressing China for answers, so the history books ... coronavirus.” Feb. 6: Botao Xiao, a molecular biomechanics researcher at South ...
Timeline: How the Wuhan lab-leak theory suddenly became credible
"This is the first conclusive and consistent answer we have for all of Antarctica," said lead ... This pattern of cooling is likely due to changes in the ice sheet elevation that happened between the ...
How cold was the last ice age?
The first authors of the paper are Oren Milman and Idan Yelin, researchers in Dr. Kishony’s lab. Israel began vaccinating ... test results between December 6, 2020 and March 9, 2021.
Covid Live Updates: F.D.A. Extends Shelf Life of J.&J. Shots by Six Weeks
Former State Department officials under President Donald Trump have publicly pushed for further investigation into virus origins, as have scientists and the World Health Organization. Many scientists, ...
What is happening with the US investigation into COVID-19’s origins?
This story would not be complete without mention of two pieces of federal intelligence: a US State Department Fact sheet ... lab-leak, it's "all" circumstantial. But, he said, finding the answer ...
Uncovering the origins of the virus that sparked a pandemic
People wearing face masks to help curb the spread of the coronavirus visit a shopping mall in Beijing, Sunday, June 6 ... lab leak. One document drawing new attention is a State Department fact ...
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